Gambit Chandelier
DESCRIPTION
The Gambit LED chandelier from Tech Lighting exudes
undeniable beauty and warm contemporary style through its
bold use of high end mixed materials and retroinspired, fully
dimmable LED lamping. This broadly appealing contemporary
design is offered in two ontrend finishes, rich aged brass and
sleek satin nickel, each bring a unique take on this highly
impactful silhouette. The convergence of contrasting elements
including hard lines from their elegantly plated metal hardware
and soft curves from their seemingly delicate yet durable
borosilicate glass globes make this chandelier incredibly
attractive. Together with the coordinating Gambit wall sconce
light and various Gambit multiport chandeliers also from Tech
Lighting, this distinctive chandelier is sure to add an incredibly
warm allure to dining room lighting, kitchen lighting and living
room lighting applications alike. Rated for (8) 5 watt, E12
candelabra base (Lamp Not Included). LED includes (8) 120
volt, 2 watt, 160 delivered lumens (1280 total delivered lumens),
2700K, E12 base LED vintage tubular lamps. Fixture provided
with 60 inches of variable rigid stems (includes (2) 6" and (4)
12") in coordinating finish. Dimmable with LED compatible or
triac dimmer. Can be installed on sloped ceiling up to 45°.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagon electrical box.
WEIGHT
7.57.5lb / 3.43.4kg ±
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